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Abstract—Graphene-enabled wireless communications set the
Terahertz Band as the frequency band of operation of future
nanodevices (0.1-10 THz). Amongst others, femtosecond-long
pulse-based modulation schemes have been recently proposed
to enable the communication among nanodevices. Within this
context, a receiver architecture suitable for nanodevicesmust be
ultra compact, must have high sensitivity and must be ultra-
low power. Unfortunately, common receiver architectures used
in other communication schemes, such as IR-UWB, show a
strong compromise between low complexity and performance.
In this paper, a novel receiver architecture for pulse-based
communication based on a Continuous-time Moving Average
(CTMA) symbol detection scheme is presented. This scheme bases
its symbol decision on the received signal power maximum peak
after the CTMA, which is implemented with a single low-pass
filter. Moreover, an analytical model for the symbol detection is
provided and it is quantitatively shown that the proposed CTMA
scheme outperforms previous symbol detection schemes for pulse-
based modulations in terms of Symbol Error Rate (SER). The low
complexity and relaxed synchronization needed for this symbol
detector makes this structure specially suited for the development
of future transceivers for nano-devices.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Nanotechnology is enabling the development of devices in
a scale between one and a few hundred nanometers. One
of the early applications of these nano-devices is in the
field of nanosensing. For example, nanosensors can detect
extremely low concentrations of chemical compounds with
unprecedented accuracy [1]. The applications of nanosensors
can be found in very diverse fields ranging from advanced
health monitoring systems [2] to air pollution control [3].

For the time being, the tasks that individual nanodevices can
accomplish are very limited in terms of complexity. Commu-
nication among nanodevices will expand the applications and
capabilities of a single nanodevice through collaborativeeffort.
This paradigm can provide high complexity applications in a
distributed manner over larger areas [4].

Novel nanomaterials such as graphene are enabling
the development of miniaturized electromagnetic (EM)
transceivers [5], [6]. Graphene-based radio-frequency (RF)
nano-components [7] and graphene-based nano-antennas [8]
set the Terahertz Band (0.1-10.0 THz) as the expected fre-
quency range of operation for the future EM nano-transceivers.

As we showed in [9], the Terahertz Band provides a huge
bandwidth in the short range that can support very high
transmission rates, up to hundreds of terabits per second.
However, this may not always be required
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Fig. 1. Receiver Block diagram Architecture.

Consistently with the trends of ultra-low power, compact-
size and ultra-low complexity design in broadband commu-
nications, such as IR-UWB [10], pulse-based communication
has been recently proposed for nanodevices. As an example,
the Time-Spread On-Off Keying (TS-OOK) has been proposed
in [11]. This scheme is based on the asynchronous exchange
of femtosecond-long pulses following an On-Off modulation
spread in time, to exploit the Terahertz channel behavior.

In this context, we present a new receiver architecture
for pulse-based communications based on a Continuous-time
Moving Average (CTMA) symbol detection scheme. This
scheme bases its decision in the received signal power max-
imum peak after the CTMA, which is implemented with a
single low-pass filter. Afterwards, to decode the symbol, this
maximum is compared with a previously defined threshold.
This scheme outperforms, in terms of simplicity and robust-
ness, existing receiver architectures [12], [13], [14], which are
mainly based on anintegration and samplingapproach.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We propose a novel receiver architecture for EM nanonet-
works based on a CTMA symbol detection scheme.

• We develop an analytical model for the symbol detection
probability and investigate the impact of different system
parameters of the receiver architecture on the Symbol
Error Rate (SER).

• We develop a regression model to simplify the estimation
of the symbol receiver SER and we explore the impact
that the intersymbol interference (ISI) has over the max-
imum achievable bitrate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we describe the symbol detection mechanism in the proposed
receiver architecture. In Sec. III, we develop an analytical
model to estimate its SER. In Sec. IV we validate the model
and evaluate the performance of the receiver. In Sec. V we
conclude our work.
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II. SYMBOL DETECTION

The symbol detector presented in this paper consists of a
low pass filter which approximates a CTMA, a peak detector, a
decision maker implemented in the decoder and the sampling
provided by the synchronization block. The symbol detection
block diagram is shown in Fig. 1 within a suggested receiver
architecture based on power detection. As shown, the symbol
detector is located after a Terahertz front-end, which amplifies
and conditions the input signal, and a power detector. The
power detection has been well explored in other non-coherent
pulse-based communication schemes, and it is shown that it
can achieve up to 10 times power consumption savings [15].

Usual symbol detectors sample the output of a switched
integrator in a single instant of time. In particular, in optical
schemes [16], the symbol reception is phase-synchronized
using Phase Locked Loop (PLL), so the output can be sampled
at the optimal point. In carrier-less communications, suchas
IR-UWB [12], phase synchronization is highly discouraged,
so the received signal power is integrated over a time window
wider than the pulse time. Afterwards, the output value is
sampled at the end of the integration time. Both cases need
high synchronization between devices before the transmission
starts. To relax the synchronization constraints in the expected
time interval of arrival in IR-UWB, the integration time
window is increased in the order of 10 to 100 times the pulse
time Tp, so the pulse can fit into the integration window [13].
This significantly lowers the performance of the receiver due
to the fact that theusefulsignal power is averaged with respect
to the extra noise power (See Fig. 2.a).

A. Continuous-time Moving Average

As shown in Fig. 2.a, when the receiver integrates the pulse
over a time window which is greater than the pulse time,
the noise contribution proportionally increases with thistime
window. This effect drops the performance of the receiver in
terms of SER by reducing the signal-to-noise ratio. There isa
compromise between simplicity and minimum energy per bit.

To mitigate this noise effect, we need to reduce the integra-
tion time up to the pulse time length,Tp. However, since the
expected time interval,T , is still kept in the order of 10 to 100
times the pulse time, we need to implement a total ofT/Tp

integrators in parallel and decide after the pulse reception
which one has integrated the pulse energy. This makes this
implementation impractical for low complexity devices.

As shown in Fig. 2.b, there is a probability that the pulse
does not perfectly fit in the integration time window. To make
this happen we either must delay the integrators by a∆τ time
(see Fig. 2.c) or we must increase the number of integrators.
By overlapping them we make sure that the pulse can fit in one
of them. However, by increasing the number of integrators, the
receiver complexity is also increased.

Since we can consider that, due to the asynchronous nature
of pulse-based communication, the delay∆τ is unknown, we
need overlap infiniteTp time windows delayed a∆τ tending
to zero. Under this assumptions, we define the Continuous-
Time Moving Average (CTMA) as the linear time-invariant
(LTI) system with input to output relation defined as:

xCTMA(t) =

∫ t

t−Tp

v(t)dt (1)

T
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Fig. 2. CTMA symbol detection. a) The integration time window is greater
than the pulse time so additional noise is also integrated. b) The integration
time window is reduced to the pulse time, the pulse does not fitinto the time
window. c) Thanks to CTMA, there are infiniteTp integration time windows
over the time T so the pulse fits into only one of these time windows.

whereTp is the pulse time,v(t) refers to the input of the LTI
system andxCTMA stands for its output.

This LTI system implements for each timeti the integration
over a pulse timeTp of the input power during the time interval
(ti − Tp, ti). Thus, this LTI system implements the infinite
number of integrators needed to fit the upcoming pulse into
one of the integrators overT . We refer astj the time that
makes the upcoming pulse to perfectly fit into the integration
window andx(tj) the result of this integration.

However, the limited time resolution is fixed to the whole
expected time intervalT , so the possibility of trying to detect
the time tj and its valuex(tj) is discarded. Notice that, in
a noise-free situation, the maximum value of the signalx(t)
is given when the pulse perfectly fits into the time window,
thus we have thatmax x(t) = x(tj) while when silence is
transmitted, the maximum is still kept as zero. Thus, we use
the max x(t), which provides a good estimator ofx(tj), to
decode the received symbol.

An ideal CTMA symbol detection scheme is not imple-
mentable. We next describe how we approximate this system
using a low pass filter and how we detect the pulses to keep
simple the symbol detector, so we can guarantee the future
integration of this symbol detector into simple nanodevices.

B. Low-Pass Filter-based CTMA

Lumped elements are usually proposed to approximate
rectangular impulse responses by means of reactance net-
works [17]. Due to simplicity constraints, we approximate this
CTMA using a second order low-pass filter. This filter could be
easily implemented with a chain of two RC filters in cascade
with orders of magnitude of R∼ kΩ and C∼ fF, or even
solutions implemented with graphene transistors, since their
model implicitly provides a low-pass behavior [18].

To determine the cutoff frequency or, equivalently, the
time width of the low-pass filter, we propose a square error
minimization between both impulse responses as a function of
thea parameter, defined in the low-pass filter impulse response
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hlpf (t), and the pulse timeTp, defined in the impulse response
hCTMA(t) of the CTMA. These impulse responses are given
by:

hCTMA(t) =

{

1
Tp

If 0 < t < Tp

0 Otherwise
, hlpf (t) = a2te−at

(2)
wherehCTMA is the impulse response of an ideal integrator
with Tp time of integration andhlpf refers to the impulse
response of a second order low-pass filter with two real poles
with parametera. In order to find the closer low-pass filter
to the ideal integrator, we have minimized the square error
between both impulse responses as function of the parameter
a. This minimization is given fora = 1.4615/Tp.

C. Peak Detection and Decoding

To accordingly decode the symbol received, we introduce
a peak detector and a decoder. These two blocks, which
are aided by the synchronization block, decode the symbol
according to:

ŝ[n] =

{

1 if max
t∈(0,T )

x(t) > Vth

0 otherwise
(3)

The proposed peak detector is based in a continuous-
time comparison. This is integrated by a comparator and
a latch circuit that, whenever the input is higher than the
predefined threshold, the output of the circuit is fixed to “1”
until an external control circuit resets the output to “0”. This
comparator starts operating anytime the expected time interval
starts. This timing is provided by the synchronization block.

Once the expected time interval has reached the end, the
decoder aided by the synchronization block checks the output
of the peak detector and decodes the symbol. Additionally,
since the symbol detector is not integrating the signal during
all the expected time intervalT , but only during a timeTp,
the decoder can oversample its input a few times over the
expected time interval to decide whether the pulse has already
arrived. This possibility can open up very interesting but
simple symbol time estimation schemes for symbol detection.

Notice that, although no maximum function is carried out
in the real reception, if at a timetj , x(tj) is above the
threshold, the maximum valuex(ti) must be also above this
threshold. However, the consideration of the maximum value
is encouraged to model the symbol detector performance.

III. A NALYTICAL MODEL FOR THESYMBOL DETECTION

The output of the Low-pass filter,x(t), can be written for
a single pulse arriving at a random timeτ as:

x(t) =

(

s[i]w(t− iTs − τ) ∗ hc(t) + n(t)

)2

∗ hlpf (t) (4)

where∗ denotes convolution,s[i] stands for the transmitted
symbol which can be either “0” or “1”,w(t) refers to the
100 femtosecond-long pulse,Ts is the symbol period,hc(t)
stands for the transfer function provided by the channel,n(t)
refers to the noise of bandwidthW andhlpf (t) is the impulse
response of the low-pass filter.

Then ŝ is decoded according to (3). To modelmaxx(t),
we consider that the SER tends to the ideal energy detector

receiver when the time of observation tends to zero. The low-
pass filter provides a high correlation between consecutivein-
stants of time that enables the discretization of the continuous-
time functionx(t) into N independent random variables.

Then,maxx(t) can be expressed as function of the vector
X = {X1, X2, · · · , XN} which refers to the discretized
functionx(t) with:

max
t∈(0,T )

x(t) = max
N

X = max
N

{x(t1), x(t2), · · · , x(tN )}

(5)
where T refers to the time of observation,N stands
for the number of independent discretized variables, and
x(t1), · · · , x(tN ) is the value of the input signalx(t) at the
t1, · · · , tN instants.

A. Detection of Logical “0”

In pulse-based On-Off keying modulation schemes, such
as TS-OOK, a logical “0” is transmitted as silence [11].
When silence is transmitted, just noise is detected in the
receiver, so there is no reason why the components ofX

might be different. For this we can considerX as a vector
with identicallyN random variables, with probability density
function fn(y). The probability density function ofmaxX
can be expressed as a function offn(y) by:

fmax,n(y,N) = NFn(y)
N−1fn(y) (6)

whereN is the number of discrete random variables,fn(y)
refers to the probability density function of a singlexi variable
andFn(y) stands for its cumulative distribution function. Each
Xi corresponds to the square value of the noise signal over the
bandwidth provided by the low-pass filter. This is commonly
modeled in the literature as a chi-square distribution with
v = 2TpW degrees of freedom random variable [19], withTp

the pulse time andW its bandwidth. This probability density
function is expressed in terms of the normalized random
variableY = 2X/N00, for a two sided power spectral noise
densityN00/2 and is given by:

fn(y) =
1

2v/2Γ(v2 )
y(v−2)/2e−y/2, y ≥ 0 (7)

where Γ is the gamma function,v refers the degrees of
freedom andy the normalized random variable.

In particular, if TS-OOK and ultra-short pulse modulations
usesTpW = 1, we obtain forfmax,n(y,N):

fmax,n(y,N) =
1

2
N
(

1− e−
y/2
)N−1

e−
y/2. (8)

however, only if the pulse is strictly 100 fs long, this condition
is valid. Since then-th time derivative of a Gaussian pulse
is considered for the pulse generation, and also the low-pass
filter is an approximation of an ideal integrator, values of
TpW are expected to be higher. In particular, for a second
time derivative Gaussian pulse we haveTpW = 3.5. For this,
there is no closed-form expression offmax,n(y,N) so that the
function must be numerically evaluated.

B. Detection of Logical “1”

A logical “1” is transmitted by using a femtosecond-long
pulse [11]. The signal x(t) received is noise plus signal during
a very short time and noise during most of the time. This
fact leads to consider two different types of random variables,
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namelyNn independent noise random variables withfn(y)
distribution andNs random variables withfsn(y) distribution.
Then, in this case we can express the maximum as:

max
N

Xsn = max
N

{Xn,Nn
,Xs,NS

} (9)

whereXsn refers to the vector containing the random vari-
ables that model a pulse in reception,Xs,Ns

stands for the
vector ofNs random variables that modelx(t) when a pulse
is being received.Xn,Nn

is the vector containing noise with
Nn identically distributed independent random variables. The
total number of random variables of noise and signal must be
kept equal toN = Nn +Ns sinceN is function of the time
interval. Then, its probability density function can be written
as:

fmax,sn(y,Ns, Nn) = Fmax,s(y,Ns)fmax,n(y,Nn)

+fmax,s(y,Ns)Fmax,n(y,Nn)
(10)

wherefmax,sn(y,Ns, Nn) is the probability density function
of max x(t) when transmitting a pulse in terms of the nor-
malized random variableY = 2X/N01, with Ns and Nn

random variables,fmax,s(y,Ns) stands for the probability
density function of the maximum ofXs,Ns

, with Fmax,s(y)
its cumulative distribution function,fmax,n(y,Nn) the proba-
bility density function ofmaxXn,Nn

andFmax,n(y,Nn) its
cumulative distribution function. Each component ofXs,Ns

is characterized by the probability density functionfs(y).
Similar to fn(y), fs(y) is usually modeled in the literature
as a normalized non-central chi-squared distribution with
v = 2TpW degrees of freedom with the normalized random
variableY = 2X/N01 for a two sided power spectral noise
densityN01/2 [19]. This is given by:

fs(y) =
1

2

( y

λ

)(v−2)/4

e−
(y + λ)/2I(v−2)/2(

√

(yλ)) (11)

whereλ = 2E/N01 refers to the non-centrality parameter and
In(z) stands for thenth order modified Bessel Function of the
first kind. fmax,s(y) can be expressed by using(6).

However, provided that the noise level must be kept lower
than the signal level to guarantee a certain SER,maxN Xsn =
maxN{Xn,Nn

,Xs} ≈ maxNs
{Xs}, and then:

fmax,sn(y,Ns) = fmax,s(y,Ns). (12)

In any case, sincefmax,s(y,Ns) is not solvable,
fmax,sn(y,Ns, Nn) cannot lead to a closed-form expression.

C. Threshold and SER

The performance of the symbol detector can be expressed
in terms of the error detection probability of every symbol,
and averaging them by their symbol probability. The error
detection probabilities for both symbols are defined as:

Pǫ|s=0 =

∫ ∞

2VT /N00

fmax,n(y,N)dy ,

Pǫ|s=1 =

∫ 2VT /N01

0

fmax,sn(y,N)dy

(13)

where VT stands for the threshold,N00 and N01 refer to
the noise level for the symbols “0” and “1” respectively and
fmax,n(y,N) and fmax,sn(y,N) are the probability density
functions for the symbols “0” and “1”.
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Fig. 3. Probability density function ofmaxx(t) when receiving logical “0”s
and “1”s for a distance of 66 mm in the Terahertz channel.

Finally, we seek to obtain the probability of symbol error.
This SER varies as function of the detection threshold and can
be expressed as:

SER = Pǫ|s=0ps=0 + Pǫ|s=1ps=1 (14)

wherePǫ|s=0 andPǫ|s=1 refers to the detection probabilities
in (13) and ps=0 and ps=1 the symbol probability. This
optimization is not analytically solvable so in the following
section, this is numerically evaluated.

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we validate the expressions for the probabil-
ity density functions of both symbols, “0” and “1”, throughout
simulation. We analyze the performance of the receiver and the
symbol detector in terms of SER as a function of the channel
attenuation and noise.

A. System Model

The following assumptions are considered in our analysis:
• The path-loss and noise in the Terahertz Band are com-

puted by using the models introduced in [9]. A standard
medium with10% of water vapor is considered.

• Although the channel is asymmetric [9], we suppose
the worst case scenario where the noise level for both
symbols is considered the same, and we refer this noise
level asN0 = N00 = N01. This is due to the fact that
a pulse from another transmitting nanodevice can excite
the channel just before the symbol “0” is transmitted.

• Only the channel noise has been taken into account in the
numerical and simulation results, since no specific tech-
nology has been considered to implement the transceiver
and, thus, a receiver noise model is not available.

• The transmitter encodes logical “1”s by using 100
femtosecond-long Gaussian pulses with an energy equal
to 1 picoJoule. The second time-derivative of the Gaus-
sian pulse is supposed to be detected in the receiver. The
logical “0” is transmitted as silence.

• The symbol probabilities are considered equal for the
logical “1”s and “0”s.ps=0 = ps=1 = 0.5.

B. Model Validation

In order to validate the symbol detection probability model,
we compare the numerical results of the analytical model
given by (8) and (11) with the simulation results given by
the emulation of the receiver block diagram from Fig. 1 when
receiving the symbols “0” and “1”. In this simulation, the
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the SER provided by the proposed receiver
and the state-of-the-art receiver architecture for different time intervals in the
Terahertz channel.

second time-derivative of a 100 femtosecond-long Gaussian
pulse has been implemented. The values of the energy per
bit and the noise level chosen belong to a distance between
devices of 66 mm. Using this pulse, the pulse time-bandwidth
product isTpW = 3.5. The normalized results of the sim-
ulations are shown superimposed over the numerical results
in Fig. 3. The simulation results provide the random variable
maxx(t). To match results, we have appropriately normalized
this variable toY = 2X/N00 when a logical “0” is received
or to Y = 2X/N01 when the pulse received is a logical “1”.

1) Logical “0”: In Fig. 3, the probability density function
for the detection of a logical “0” is represented for three
different time intervalsT = {3, 30, 300} Tp. These three time
intervals can be discretized by a numberN = {2, 15, 110}
of random variables. As shown, the average value presents
logarithmic growth with this time interval.

2) Logical “1”: The probability density function for the
detection of a logical “1” is represented. The time for the
detection of this symbol can be discretized by a numberNs =
2 of random signal variables. The fact that this probability
density function does not present any variation with the time
interval length validates the approximation proposed in (12).
To observe the effect of the time interval in the variation of
the logical “1” requires very large time intervals or very low
E/N0 ratio, which leads to very bad values of SER. This last
particular case is out of our study because a SER in the order
of 10−3 to 10−4 is the usual target in communications.

C. SER Estimation

Fig. 4 shows the SER estimation as a function of the
distance. In the figure, three curves, referred asMax, show
the proposed architecture estimated SER for the values of
n = T/Tp = {3, 30, 300}. Equivalently, three curves for the
same values ofn are shown for classic receiver architectures
based on integration over the time intervalT . These curves are
referred asInt. As the figure shows, decreasing the integration
time toTp by using the CTMA mitigates the impact of noise.
This makes the proposed receiver to outperform the existing
receivers by increasing up to a50% the maximum distance
for a relationn = T/Tp = 300, in order to guarantee a SER
of 10−4.

Moreover, from the figure, we observe the strong impact that
the molecular absorption has over the attenuation and noisein
terms of the distance. A distance increase of around a10%
drops the SER in several orders of magnitude.

Alternatively, we also show the dependence of the SER with
the relationn = T/Tp. This dependence is shown in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the SER provided by the proposed receiver and
current receiver in terms ofn = T/Tp.

for a fixed distance of 66 mm. As shown, when the time
interval T is similar to Tp, we obtain similar performance
with both receivers. However, as this relation increases, the
proposed receiver outperforms the previous architecture.For
nanodevices, where simplicity and consumption must be kept
as the main constraints, increasing the time interval means
significantly relaxing the design conditions.

D. Regression Model for the SER Estimation

The expressions for the probability density function of the
maxX|s = 0 andmaxX|s = 1 functions are composed by
the maximum of a large number of chi-square distributions.
This fact makes the SER estimation to be difficult to calculate.
For this purpose, we derive a regression model for the SER
Estimation, based on the observed dependency with then
relation.

Fig. 5 shows that there is a log-log behavior in the SER
versus the relationn = T/Tp. Moreover, this log-log behavior
is approximately constant for any ratio ofE/N0, and even for
different noises for “1”s and “0”s,N01 andN00. This log-log
relation provides a relation between the SER at two different
ratiosn1 andn2 given by:

SERn2 = r0.45SERn1 (15)

where r = T2/T1 = n2/n1 is the relation between time
intervals.

Then, computing the Engler model [20] to calculate the
SER for n = 1 with parameterTW = 3.5 and by using
(15), we can obtain the SER for any distance andn ratio.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the original model and its
regression model. As shown, this regression model matches
with the expected value for any of the three distances.

E. Maximum Bitrate

Pulse-based modulation schemes, such as TS-OOK, spread
femtosecond-long pulses in time [11]. This time-spread is
characterized by a parameterβ = Ts/Tp and it is usually
in the order ofβ ∼ 1000. For this, in the previous sections,
different symbols are considered independent. Although this
architecture is proposed mainly to support time-spread pulse-
based modulations, this receiver can also support bitratesof up
to a few Terabits per second. When the bitrate increases and it
gets close toβ ∼ 1, the non-idealities of using a low-pass filter
to approximate a CTMA plus the pulse overlapping produced
by using the second time derivative of a Gaussian pulse affect
the system by providing an intersymbol interference (ISI).
For this, we have performed a simulation of the Terahertz
channel and the receiver architecture considering this over-
lapping effects between symbols. Fig. 7 shows the achievable
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SER in terms of bitrate for two different distances between
nanodevices. As shown, until approximatelyR = 2 Tbit/s
the SER is mainly limited by noise, so the SER is kept
constant atSER ≈ 2 · 10−4 for a distanced = 66 mm.
Then, as soon as the bitrate increases, the receiver is highly
affected by the ISI, dropping the SER toSER = 0.5 when
R = 5 Tbit/s. Concerning the distanced = 50 mm, the ratio
E/N0 is high enough to neglect the SER when the system is
limited by noise. However, as shown in the figure, when the
ISI is affecting the receiver, the SER tends to the same values,
presenting aSER = 0.5 whenR = 5 Tbit/s.

V. CONCLUSION

Nanonetworks will have a great impact in almost every
field of our society, ranging from healthcare to homeland
security and environmental protection. For the time being,
enabling the communication among nano-devices is still an
unsolved challenge. In this paper, we propose a novel receiver
architecture for pulse-based electromagnetic nanonetworks in
the Terahertz Band. The proposed receiver design is based ona
Continuous-Time Moving Average symbol detection scheme,
which can be implemented with a single low-pass filter. This
symbol detection scheme simplifies the receiver architecture
and relaxes the synchronization requirements.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed receiver, we
obtain closed-form mathematical expressions for the proba-
bility density functions of the received symbols and validate
the developed symbol detection model through simulation.
Moreover, we compute the symbol error rate for the proposed
receiver as a function of different system parameters. Finally,
we explore the effects of the inter-symbol interference when

the bit-rate is increased up to tens of terabits per second.
The results show that this novel symbol detection scheme
outperforms existing pulse-radio based detectors when used
in the Terahertz Band, by reducing the symbol error rate and
increasing the achievable transmission distance for a target
SER. Moreover, we show that the proposed scheme can also
support bit-rates of up to terabits per second in distances in the
order of tens of millimeters using very simple modulations.
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